CONSTANT PRESSURE REGULATION SYSTEMS

MINIMAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION

FOR VMC IN HOUSES, APARTMENTS AND COMMUNAL DWELLINGS
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ACCORDING ErP 2018
CONTROLLED MECHANICAL VENTILATION SYSTEM

Many countries have regulations that require dwelling places to have good internal air quality, with a supply of fresh outside air and exhaust of stale internal air.

The purpose of these regulations is to ensure that these types of buildings get good ventilation rates to prevent condensation and to contribute towards the health and wellbeing of the occupants.

Better energy performance E.C. Technology

High-performance systems with high-technology motorisations to achieve a greater energy saving.

VENTILATION SYSTEMS FOR HOMES

The system uses an electrically driven fan to supply and extract air. Separate fans can be used to supply or extract or, alternatively, a centralised system can be used to perform both functions at the same time.

Air intake can be located in rooms such as bedrooms and dining rooms with extract points through rooms such as kitchens and bathrooms. The system can also accommodate a heat recovery unit, to gather heat from the exhaust air which is then used to warm the supply air coming in from the outside, obtaining a significant reduction in energy use.
The Sodeca fans with CPC have been specially designed for controlled mechanical ventilation systems in multi-family or communal homes.

The models for use where air intakes can be located in rooms such as bedrooms and dining rooms with extract points through rooms such as kitchens and bathrooms are as follows:

- SVE/PLUS/EW/CPC
- CJBD/EW/CPC

The following models can be used for extraction. The CJV/EW/T model can also be used as an extract fan and has F-400 certification, making it suitable for smoke extract in the event of a fire.

- SVE/PLUS/EW/CPC
- CJBD/EW/CPC
- CJV/EW
- CRF/EW/CPC
- CJV/EW/T
CONSTANT PRESSURE CONTROL

The CPC system allows the fan to operate automatically, using a built-in pressure sensor and electronic control to adjust the speed of the ventilation unit to the requirements of each facility.
In situations where energy saving is particularly important and where facilities require high levels of energy efficiency, the fans equipped with E.C. TECHNOLOGY motors provide very significant reductions in energy costs. In addition to this, we can precisely control the speed of the fans via signals from external sensors to facilitate optimal performance, which make E.C. TECHNOLOGY fans a great technological solution for developing market trends.

This control system, which acts with our E.C. TECHNOLOGY fans, provides the best solution for all kinds of facilities, obtaining much higher energy cost savings than any other unit. It also maintains a perfect balance between the ventilation needs of each home, minimal power consumption and low noise level.

In situations where energy saving is particularly important and where facilities require high levels of energy efficiency, the fans equipped with E.C. TECHNOLOGY motors provide very significant reductions in energy costs. In addition to this, we can precisely control the speed of the fans via signals from external sensors to facilitate optimal performance, which make E.C. TECHNOLOGY fans a great technological solution for developing market trends.

The E.C. TECHNOLOGY industrial motors with technology developed by SODECA, with NEODIMIO magnets to comply with IE4 efficiency, allow us to obtain great energy savings, as well as being equipped as standard with the electronics necessary for their operation and an electronic variable speed drive (VSD).
SVE/PLUS/EW/CPC

Low-noise, in-line duct fans with a 40 mm thick acoustically insulated case for automatic constant pressure control.

**Fan:**
- Acoustic casing coated with sound absorbing material.
- All models fitted with a reaction impeller.
- Standard sized inlet and outlet spigots for ease of installation.
- Fitted with inspection hatch.
- Fitted with built in support feet.
- Linear airflow direction.

**Motor:**
- Single-phase 200-240 V 50/60 Hz, IP54 protection.
  Except model SVE/PLUS/EW-400/H, 200-277V 50/60 Hz, IP55 protection.
- Maximum temperature of air to be carried: -25°C +60°C.
  Except model SVE/PLUS/EW-200/H, -25°C +45°C.
- High efficiency external E.C. motors.

CJV/EW

Extract fan units with vertical air outlet, E.C. industrial motors and automatic constant pressure control for mechanical ventilation (VMC) for dwellings.

**Fan:**
- Extractor fan units with vertical outlet and two circular inlets.
- Galvanised sheet steel casing.
- Impeller made of galvanised sheet steel.
- Comes with single-phase speed controller (variable speed drive).

**Motor:**
- New high-efficiency (IE4) synchronous E.C. motors.
  Fitted with high-intensity neodymium magnets.
- Reliable, sensor free and maintenance free control.
- Fitted with durable ball bearings.
- IP55 protection.
- Fan operating temperature: -25°C +60°C.
- CJV/EW-1800/T: Fan operating temperature: S1 -25°C +60°C continuous operation. 400°C/2 h S2 operation.
- Approved in accordance with standard EN 12101-3.
**CJBD/EW/CPC**

Acoustically insulated extraction units with vertical air outlet and E.C. motors to automatically maintain constant pressure.

**Fan:**
- Galvanised sheet steel casing.
- Impeller made of galvanised sheet steel.
- Comes with single-phase speed controller (variable speed drive).

**Motor:**
- New high-efficiency (IE4) synchronous E.C. motors.
- Fitted with high-intensity neodymium magnets.
- Compact motors to facilitate air flow passage.
- Reliable, maintenance free, and sensor free control.
- IP54 protection.
- Fan operating temperature: -25°C +60°C.

---

**CRF/EW/CPC**

Roof mounted centrifugal extract fans with low noise level. Fitted with E.C. motors to automatically maintain constant pressure.

Centrifugal roof-mounted extract fans with low noise level and external rotor motor, fitted with an E.C. industrial motor.

**Fan:**
- Made of galvanised sheet steel.
- Impeller with reaction blades made of plastic material.
- Bird guard.
- Easy access case for inspection and maintenance.

**Motor:**
- High efficiency E.C. external rotor motors regulated by 0-10V signal. IP54 protection.
- Single-phase 230 V-50/60 Hz and three-phase 400 V-50/60 Hz.
- Maximum temperature of air to be carried: -25°C +50°C.